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Abstract. The spread and usage of mobile devices, such as smartphones
or tablets, increases continuously. While most of the applications devel-
oped for these devices can only be used on the device itself, mobile devices
also offer a way to create a new kind of applications: multi-screen applica-
tions. These applications run distributedly on multiple screens, like a PC,
tablet, smartphone or TV. The composition of all these screens creates a
new user experience for single as well as for several users. While creating
mashups is a common way for designing end user interfaces, they fail in
supporting multiple screens. This paper presents a component-based ap-
proach for developing multi-screen mashups, named SmartComposition.
The SmartComposition approach extends the OMELETTE reference ar-
chitecture to deal with multiple screens. Furthermore, we enhance the
OMDL for describing multi-screen mashups platform independently. We
draw up several scenarios that illustrate the opportunities of multi-screen
mashups. From these scenarios we derive requirements SmartComposi-
tion needs to comply with. A huge challenge we face is the synchroniza-
tion between the screens. SmartComposition solves this through real-
time communication via WebSockets or Peer-to-Peer communication. We
present a first prototype and evaluate our approach by developing two
different multi-screen mashups. Finally, next research steps are discussed
and challenges for further research are defined.

Keywords: Mobile, distributed user interface, distributed displays,
multi-screen applications, web applications, mashup, widgets.

1 Introduction

Internet-enabled devices are not anymore limited to computers and laptops. De-
vices, like smartphones, tablets or TVs, also offer users access to the Internet [8].
The number of mobile devices sold in 2013 exceeds the numbers of computers
and laptops by factor three [10]. These new devices as well as the new capabil-
ities of the Internet enable applications that can be used in several areas, such
as entertainment, communication or productivity. While most of these applica-
tions can only be used on the device itself, mobile devices offer a way to create
a new kind of applications: multi-screen applications. Multi-screen applications
run distributedly on different devices, like a PC, smartphone, tablet or TV. The
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composition of these multiple screens creates a new user experience. Multi-screen
applications are suitable for single as well as several users.

A particular kind of multi-screen applications are multi-screen mashups. These
multi-screen mashups are also a special type of user interface mashups (UI
mashups), the importance of which has increased significantly within the last
years [1]. A mashup consists of several widgets that offer a limited functionality.
By combining and aggregating these widgets more complex tasks can be solved.
While each widget can work by itself, it has to be extended to support the commu-
nication with other widgets inside the mashup. Examples for these UI mashups
are platforms like iGoogle or Yahoo! Pipes. The compositional way UI mashups
are built eases the development of new rich web applications. Current approaches
regarding UI mashups focus on applications that run on a single screen. They
offer the opportunity to easily create end user interfaces [3] on different devices
but not across these devices. Although the EU FP7 project OMELETTE has
focused on telco service mashups, it proposed a reference architecture for UI
mashups in [6,18]. This architecture facilitates the deployment of UI mashups
to desktop as well as mobile devices, but cannot distribute the UI across several
devices. Another outcome of this EU project was the Open Markup Descrip-
tion Language (OMDL) [18] which supports the process of designing, evolving
and deploying UI mashups, but is also limited to single-screen mashups. Thus,
we extend the OMELETTE reference architecture and the OMDL to deal with
multi-screen mashups.

Developing web applications is a methodical process our approach needs to
deal with. Therefore, aspects of software and web engineering have to be consid-
ered. The WebComposition approach [4] describes a way to design and develop
web applications based on reusable components. These components can be ex-
changed or reused within other web applications. The purpose of this paper is to
propose an approach to support end users in creating multi-screen mashups.
Therefore, we want to extend the UI mashup approach to support multiple
screens. We present an architecture that supports and eases the development
process of multi-screen mashups.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we describe three
scenarios to illustrate the use cases we focus on. From these scenarios we de-
rive challenges that a solution has to deal with in Section 3. The SmartCom-
position approach is proposed in Section 4. We describe our extension of the
OMELETTE reference architecture and the OMDL. A first prototype which fol-
lows the SmartComposition approach is demonstrated in Section 5. In Section 6
we evaluate our approach. We discuss related work in Section 7. Finally, we
provide a conclusion and give an outlook towards future work in Section 8.

2 Scenarios

In this section we present three scenarios that illustrate where multi-screen ap-
plications can create a benefit for users. Using these scenarios we want to show
what users could expect from such applications and what challenges exist that
need to be solved.
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Scenario 1. The first scenario focuses on media enrichment using multiple
screens. While consuming a documentary on television, the user, called Amy,
wants to see additional content about the currently watched show. This addi-
tional content could be a related article on Wikipedia, images from online photo
services, like Google or Flickr, or where to buy items that were shown in the
video. For easing the reading or enabling interaction with the additional content,
it will be displayed on Amys smartphone or tablet, while she is still watching the
documentary on her television. Figure 1 illustrates this scenario. While watching
a documentary about the United Nations (cf. 1) the location of the UN head-
quarters in New York is shown on a map on Amys smartphone (cf. 2) as soon as
the video reaches the scene where it is presented. In the same way other kinds
of information, which are directly related to the current scene, are provided.
Amy can easily decide what types of additional content she wants to receive.
For deleting this information two use cases are applicable. First, the information
about the UN headquarters’ location will be removed from Amy’s smartphone,
if the documentary does not talk anymore about it. Second, by clicking on the
information Amy can prevent the automatic removing of the information.

Fig. 1. Mockup illustrating media enrichment in Scenario 1

Scenario 2. The second scenario addresses the enhancement of a presentation
by distributing additional information to multiple secondary screens. As an ex-
ample, a professor is giving a talk in front of many students. While showing
slides of his presentation via a projector, the students receive further informa-
tion on their mobile devices. Thus, the students can read and see details about
the current topic without messing up the slides with a lot of text. Furthermore,
the students can use the additional information on their laptops as a script. The
professor can keep his slides clean, while the students get a synced script related
to the current lecture. While the professor is authenticated as a lecturer, he can
broadcast slides and information. This functionality is denied to the students
who do not have this privilege.

Scenario 3. Our third scenario aims at collaborative work on multiple screens.
Therefore, we want to reuse a scenario described by Husmann et al. in [9]. In
this scenario ”two users, Alex and Bill, are planning a mountain biking trip at
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home in their living room”. While Alex is planning the mountain biking route
on her tablet, Bill is searching for railway connections on his smartphone. Both
are using the television in their living room to share the results of their tasks on
a larger display. When Alex chooses a start point for their mountain biking trip,
this start point will be pushed to Bill’s smartphone, where it is automatically
inserted in the input field for the destination of his railway connection query.
Bill can choose his favorite railway connections to be displayed on the television.
Alex’ chosen mountain biking route will be displayed as a map on the television
next to the railway connection information.

3 Analysis

We use the presented scenarios in Section 2 to derive objectives our approach
needs to deal with for creating multi-screen mashups. First, we begin with some
basic findings. In all scenarios there is always a common context shared between
all participating screens. This context has to be maintained. We identified two
possible screen constellations. In the first one a primary screen publishes infor-
mation to all secondary screens (cf. Scenarios 1 and 2). The secondary screens
are only consuming and displaying information. An interaction with the infor-
mation is possible, but without reflection to the original publisher. In the sec-
ond constellation all screens are in an equal role (cf. Scenario 3). All of the
participants are publishing and consuming information. A more interactive and
collaborative usage of the application is possible. This setup requires a more com-
plicated synchronization mechanism. Furthermore, there are also two scenario
types regarding the number of users: single-user (cf. Scenario 1) and multi-user
(cf. Scenarios 2 and 3). Both will require a different application design.

Based on the scenarios in Section 2, we now state several objectives that our
approach should fulfill.

Simplicity of Mashup Creation. We targeted several scenarios in Section 2
where multi-screen mashups can provide a suitable solution. Thus, our approach
should enable end users to easily create these multi-screen mashups for their
specific tasks. This includes the reuse of developed widgets as well as the easy
configuration of a set of devices which interact as a multi-screen. Inspired by
the WebComposition approach from Gaedke et al. in [4,5] we apprehend widgets
as loosely-coupled components, which were assembled in a mashup to a new
application. Furthermore, the end users should not fiddle with designing UI
mashups for mobile use only. The process of creating a multi-screen mashup is
independent of the targeted device which can be a mobile as well as a PC or
laptop.

Support for Multi-screen Usage. The focus of our proposal is the develop-
ment of multi-screen mashups. Therefore, our approach should provide function-
ality to develop applications that can be used with more than one screen or
device. Thus, there is a need for unique identification and data synchronization.
The types of the participating screens should be detected and used to deliver an
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according user interface. While there can be a lot of devices which use the sys-
tem, they should not be connected to any other available screen. This objective
implies that devices can be grouped to so called workspaces and cannot commu-
nicate with devices in different workspaces. As we described in Scenarios 1 to 3
the support for multiple screen is the central point of our approach.

Support for Real-Time Communication and Synchronization. To propa-
gate information without noticeable delay between server and client a component
for real-time communication and synchronization should be available. We define
the communication as real-time, when the latency of the transmission of a mes-
sage from one widget to another one is 50 milliseconds or less [15]. That ensures
no noticeable delay when distributing information across one screen as well as
multiple screens. Furthermore, the components on one screen must be able to
communicate among themselves.

Collaboration Support. The applications to develop should not only be used
by a single user. We want to support the development of multi-screen multi-user
mashups. Thus, our approach should provide the basis for collaborative work,
such as user identification and data synchronization. This is highly related to
the real-time synchronization requirement. Scenario 3 illustrates this objective
best, while Scenario 2 also partially requires some support in collaboration.

Authentication. Nowadays it is important to provide a personalized user ex-
perience as well as social interaction. Thus it is required to offer the users a
way to authenticate themselves. Using protocols like WebID even an authenti-
cation without requiring a password is possible. A user and role based identity
management would provide a flexible way to handle most scenarios. The usage
of multiple different devices creates a challenge to provide user-friendly login
mechanisms for different use cases.

After we specified our objectives, we propose our own approach within the
next section.

4 The SmartComposition Approach

To fulfill the requirements gathered from the analysis we propose a component-
based approach to develop multi-screen mashups, called SmartComposition. We
extend the OMELETTE reference architecture [18] for fitting the requirements
in Section 3. In the following paragraphs we describe the SmartComposition ar-
chitecture, which is depicted in Figure 2. We highlight our significant changes
related to the OMELETTE reference architecture with underlined text. Our pro-
posal consists of four parts: SmartComposition Runtime Environment, Multi-
Screen Workspace, Information Store, SmartScreen. These parts interact like
described in the following.

The SmartComposition Runtime Environment runs a multiple instances of a
mashup. Thus, it handles multiple Multi-Screen Workspaces which are separated
and secured against other existing Multi-Screen Workspaces. To enable the se-
curity between the Multi-Screen Workspaces we introduce the Session-Handler.
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The Session-Handler knows all running workspaces and instantiates the Multi-
Screen Workspaces. Each Multi-Screen Workspace contains a Workspace Man-
ager.

SSmartComposition Runtime Environment

Mobile SmartScreenDesktop SmartScreen
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Widget 
Repository
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the SmartComposition approach

The Workspace Manager handles the workspace of a single user as well as
several users who use the mashup in a collaborative way. Furthermore, the
Workspace Manager is responsible for initialization of the SmartScreens and
for the state management of the whole workspace. The illustrated component
composition assistance services [16] in Figure 2 are not covered by our approach
yet. Therefore, a workspace is defined as a set of one or more SmartScreens,
which share the same information space and can communicate among them-
selves. Thus, the simplest form of a workspace consists of a single SmartScreen.
A workspace is identified by a workspace ID and described by its workspace
configuration. The configuration contains information about the SmartScreens
which are connected, the widgets on each screen and additional properties. We
use the OMDL as the basis for our configuration notation. Therefore, we extend
the OMDL to support multi-screen aspects. How we did this and what changes
we made is described later in this section.
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The inter-widget communication is a highly important topic when develop-
ing mashups [1]. Our approach does not improve the inter-widget communica-
tion by itself but extends it for multi-screen mashups. On a single SmartScreen
we use the publish-subscribe pattern for transmitting messages from one wid-
get to one or several other widgets. For supporting inter-widget communica-
tion across multiple screens we extend the inter-widget communication compo-
nent to publish the message to other connected SmartScreens (cf. Figure 3).
That is, if a widget publishes a message on a certain topic, the inter-widget
communication component publishes this message to all widgets on the same
SmartScreen that are subscribed on the same topic. Furthermore, the message
is transmitted to a Cross-Screen Communication Service where the message is
sent to all connected SmartScreens within the same session. The assignment of
SmartScreens and the workspace session they belong to is done by the Session-
Handler. This ensures that a SmartScreen can only communicate with other
SmartScreens of the same workspace. On each SmartScreen the inter-widget
communication component publishes the message also to the subscribed widgets
on their SmartScreen. The Cross-Screen Communication Service can work in two
modes: broadcast mode and multi-layered publish-subscribe mode. In broadcast
mode the Cross-Screen Communication Service sends every incoming message of
one SmartScreen to all other SmartScreens of the same workspace. However, in
the multi-layered publish-subscribe mode the inter-widget communication com-
ponent of each SmartScreen subscribes to topics at the Cross-Screen Communi-
cation Service. The topics to subscribe depend on the topics that the widgets
subscribe to on their SmartScreen. After publishing a message from a widget
to the inter-widget communication component of its SmartScreen the message
will be published to all subscribed widgets. Furthermore, the message will be
published to the Cross-Screen Communication Service. There, the message will
be published to inter-widget communication component of the SmartScreens, if
they are subscribed to the topic. Each inter-widget communication component
then publishes the message to the subscribed widgets.

As defined before, a workspace consists of SmartScreens. A SmartScreen is an
abstract representation of a web browser window. It provides the runtime envi-
ronment for all client-side components. Each SmartScreen has its own identifier.
This identifier has to be at least unique in the workspace. This is important for
the communication between the screens. The SmartScreen Manger within the
SmartScreen initializes the widgets, handles the state management and provides
access to device-specific properties. It detects the type and resolution of the de-
vice and uses this information to adapt the presentation. Thus, it is responsible
for composition of the user interface.

The information store is the part which is dealing with all required and avail-
able persistent data. It consists of three components: the widget repository, the
identity provider and the workspace repository.

Described in the OMELETTE reference architecture in [18] the widget repos-
itory is part of the SmartComposition Runtime Environment, but there are also
meta data about the widgets available in the information store. Thus, we decided
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SmartScreen 1

widget A widget B

inter-widget communication
using publish/subscribe

Cross-Screen Communication Service

SmartScreen 2

Widget Y

inter-widget communication
using publish/subscribe

widget X widget Z

Fig. 3. Cross-screen message flow of inter-widget communication

to combine both parts and move the widget repository to the information store.
There it is responsible for delivering the executables as well as providing meta
data about the widgets. The end user can search for a specific widget based on
the name or id of the widget. Furthermore, the end user can discover widgets
based on their meta data. That is, a widget can be selected by the messages it can
consume or the way it presents the proposed information, such as a map widget
which shows given coordinates on a map excerpt. The widget repository is also
responsible for delivering the executables to the SmartComposition Runtime En-
vironment. In case of W3C widgets [19] the executables contains HTML-, CSS-
and JavaScript-files which can be delivered to the SmartScreen without much
effort.

The identity provider offers information about the current user or users. It con-
tains endpoints for verifying the user’s identity. While our approach enables us-
ing different identity management concepts, we propose the usage of WebID [17].
When using WebID the identity provider gives access to the users’ WebID pro-
files. The supplied information about the authenticated user can also be used for
accessing resources from the widget repository as well as the workspace reposi-
tory [7]. Closely related to the identity provider is the Authentication Manager
within the SmartScreens.

Therefore, the Authentication Manager requests the users WebID certificate.
The WebID URI is extracted from the Subject Alternative Name of the WebID
certificate. Then, the Authentication Manager requests the WebID profile from
the Identity Provider and verifies that the public key of the users WebID certifi-
cate is equal to the public key in the corresponding WebID profile. This is the
authentication part within the WebID flow described in [17]. Afterwards, based
on the users WebID, authorization could be granted. Based on the authenticated
user access to restricted resources can be permitted or denied, such as the users
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workspace or some special widgets, which are limited to specific users. To ease
the access to a users roles, the Authentication Manager offers an interface to
request the users WebID profile for personal information, like name, birthdate
and more. Furthermore, the users roles can be requested by other widgets or
core components of the SmartComposition Runtime Environment. However, the
users relationships can be queried without requesting the users WebID profile
again.

The workspace repository stores and offers predefined or user-specific Multi-
Screen Workspaces. Predefined workspaces will be used if there is no user-specific
workspace existing. Thus, our approach enables the developer to define the de-
fault appearance of a single SmartScreen. Defining a default workspace with
more than one SmartScreen is not useful, because the developer cannot predict
with how many devices the user will use the application. However, it is possi-
ble to define multiple different default workspaces regarding to context specific
information, such as the users role, device or geo-location. Within the default
workspace a set of widgets and their position on the SmartScreen is defined.

When a user or several users are using the multi-screen web application,
it could be necessary to save the current Multi-Screen Workspace. The users
workspace will be saved by storing the OMDL description of the workspace in
the workspace repository. While a Multi-Screen Workspace can contain multi-
ple SmartScreens, it is at least necessary that one device wants to restore its
SmartScreen as part of the workspace. Therefore, the device needs to save at
least the workspace identifier within its client-side storage. The workspace repos-
itory offers an interface where the OMDL description corresponding to a given
identifier is responded. From this OMDL description the device can extract its
workspace configuration and can so restore the widgets on this SmartScreen.
When another device of this workspace wants to restore its SmartScreen, it
also sends the workspace identifier and retrieves the OMDL description of the
workspace where it can extract its SmartScreen. On restoring the second or an-
other SmartScreen the communication channel between these SmartScreen will
be established by the Cross-Screen Communication Service.

4.1 Extension of OMDL

We use the OMDL for describing our Multi-Screen Workspaces and for stor-
ing them in the workspace repository. While the OMDL defines three levels for
describing mashups [18], we just use the Physical Level for the SmartCompo-
sition approach. However, the defined Physical Level needs to be extended to
support multiple screens, because the OMDL has no support for distributed
mashups. The OMDL uses XML documents to describe mashups, their layout
and the apps they contain. The root element of an OMDL document is the
workspace. In the SmartComposition approach we apply the OMDL workspace
to theMulti-Screen Workspace described above.

While the OMDL does not support multiple screens yet, we extend the vo-
cabulary of the OMDL by adding several elements. The first new element is the
SmartScreen which is added within the workspace element. The SmartScreen
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element is used to define a SmartScreen within a Multi-Screen Workspace. Thus,
there can be multiple SmartScreen elements. The SmartScreen element has an
attribute id, which is unique and identifies the SmartScreen. Furthermore, the
SmartScreen element has a child element named type, which defines the type of
the device the SmartScreen runs on. For dealing with collaborative multi-user
workspaces we define a user element within the SmartScreen element, which
refers to the authenticated users WebID URI.

1 <workspace xmlns="http://omdl.org/">

2 <identifier>http://example.org/workspacerepo/ws1</identifier>

3 <title>Media</title>

4 <date>2012-07-03T14:23+37:00</date>

5 <SmartScreen id="phone1">

6 <type>Smartphone</type>

7 <user>http://example.org/people/alice.rdf#me</user>

8 <grid><height>4</height><width>2</width></grid>

9 </SmartScreen>

10 <SmartScreen id="pc1">

11 <type>PC</type>

12 <user>http://example.org/people/bob.rdf#me</user>

13 <grid><height>6</height><width>10</width></grid>

14 </SmartScreen>

15 <app id="http://example.org/workspacerepo/ws-of-alice/1">

16 <SmartScreen>phone1</SmartScreen>

17 <type>MAP</type>

18 <link rel="source" href="http://example.org/repo/w1"

19 type="application/widget"/>

20 <position><x>0</x><y>0</y></position>

21 <size><height>2</height><width>2</width></size>

22 </app>

23 <app id="http://example.org/workspacerepo/ws-of-alice/2">

24 <SmartScreen>pc1</SmartScreen>

25 <type>LIST</type>

26 <link rel="source" href="http://example.org/repo/w2"

27 type="application/widget"/>

28 <position><x>0</x><y>0</y></position>

29 <size><height>5</height><width>2</width></size>

30 </app>

31 </workspace>

Listing 1.1. Example of a workspace description in OMDL

Each SmartScreen has an individual fine grained grid to arrange the widgets.
To store the position of the widgets the SmartScreen element has a child element
named grid. This element has two child elements height and width which repre-
sent the number of rows and columns the grid has. Another element we adapted
is the app element. In OMDL this element describes a part of the mashup. In the
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SmartComposition approach we define an app as a widget. While the OMDL has
no multi-screen support yet, we also need to extend the app element to define on
which SmartScreen the widget is located. Therefore, we introduce a SmartScreen
element within the app element. This SmartScreen element contains the id of
the containing SmartScreen. Furthermore, we assume that the type element of
the app can be extended by several types which are required for a specific multi-
screen web application. However, the alignment of apps in OMDL does not fit
our approach, which focuses on a finer grained positioning. Therefore, we ex-
tended the position element by two new elements which are x and y. These
elements represent the position of the widget regarding to a fine grained grid on
the SmartScreen, where x means the distance to the left side and y means the
distance to the top. Furthermore, we added a new element to the app element
named size. This element has two child elements height and width, which mean
the size of the widget regarding to fine grained grid on the SmartScreen. An
example of a SmartComposition workspace described in OMDL can be seen in
Listing 1.1.

5 Prototype

To validate the SmartComposition approach we have implemented a first proto-
type, which is based on another work we recently presented at the ICWE 2013
[12,14] and WWW 2014 [13]. The prototype demonstrates the Scenarios 1 and 2
we described in this paper (cf. Figure 4). All the client-side components we de-
scribe are implemented in JavaScript running as a web application in a web
browser.

To achieve a multi-screen experience we implemented the following compo-
nents. We created a SmartScreen class. This class works as described in our
approach and is the host for the widgets. For our user interface components
we implemented a basic widget class which provides the interface and basic
functionality. This basic class is used to derive various new widget types using
prototype-based inheritance. We have implemented widgets that can display a
map, images from different web sources, excerpts from Wikipedia, text, transla-
tions or tweets. The widgets can be added and removed on runtime. The user
can arrange them in a grid-based layout by using drag-and-drop.

To handle the information exchange between the widgets we implemented a
component as part of the inter-widget communication. This component provides
the publish-subscribe pattern and thus offers loosely coupled communication.
Once a widget is added to the SmartScreen it can subscribe to one or more
topics on which events are published.

The workspace configuration of the SmartScreens is currently stored on the
client-side using the HTML5 feature LocalStorage. Using the proposed workspace
identifier the users customized arrangement can be restored. A workspace repos-
itory is not yet implemented.

To make the prototype work on multiple screens we extended the inter-widget
communication component with a synchronization mechanism. This mecha-
nism uses WebSockets to propagate the events which were published on one
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Fig. 4. Prototype of a multi-screen mashup described in Scenario 1. On the primary
screen (top) a german news cast is played. Meta data from this video are published to
all widgets within the workspace. Additional information are displayed on the different
screens, such as Google Maps on the primary screen, Flickr images on the iPad (bottom
right), and Twitter feed on the iPhone (bottom left).
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SmartScreen to the other connected screens. This extension also handles the
re-publishing of received events to the widgets. Thus, the whole communica-
tion is synchronized with all connected SmartScreens. This approach assures
that each client behaves equally regardless of where the event was published. To
make that work we also had to implement a server-side component. Once a new
SmartScreen is added to a workspace the RTC components registers the screen
at the Session-Handler using the workspace ID, the SmartScreens own identifier
and device specific information. This data is supplied to the other participants.

To deal with the Cross-Screen Communication Service we implemented a
WebSockets server that provides methods for propagating information to other
connected clients. It handles the propagation of the events it receives to all
SmartScreens that are combined in a workspace. Using the workspace identi-
fier the related SmartScreens are selected. This component is implemented as a
Node.JS application.

Demonstration. The prototype presented in this paper is available for testing
at: http://vsr.informatik.tu-chemnitz.de/demo/chrooma/icwe14/

6 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the SmartComposition approach. Based on the analy-
sis in Section 3, we examine how the approach assists in developing multi-screen
mashups. We outline our expectations and explain actual findings.

A big challenge our approach has to deal with is the support of multi-
ple screens. Therefore, we introduced the concept of workspaces where several
SmartScreens create the interface of the mashup. The introduced parts of our
architecture, the Cross-Screen Communication Service and the Session-Handler,
enable the inter-widget communication across multiple screen (cf. Figure 2). This
two parts also ensure that only screens within the same workspace can commu-
nicate with each other. Thus, the workspaces are isolated from each other. We
extended the OMDL to support multiple screens within a workspace and used
it to store and restore the configuration of a workspace.

Real-time communication for the SmartScreens has to be enabled for syn-
chronization and communication of multiple SmartScreens within a workspace.
While web systems often use long-polling for nearly real-time communication, we
considered that new technologies, such as WebRTC or WebSockets, which are in-
troduced with HTML5, might better correspond to our requirements. Therefore,
we designed our RTC component using WebRTC and WebSockets and support
long-polling as a fallback mechanism for browsers, which do not support these
new technologies. We evaluate the performance of the RTC component in our
prototype by measuring the duration of transporting an information from one
widget to another. A special widget was developed, which publishes a times-
tamp to a second widget. The second one re-publishes the timestamp to its
source. After receiving the timestamp on the first widget the difference between
the current timestamp and the received one is calculated and then halved. We
examined different constellations. The first one was where both widgets were

http://vsr.informatik.tu-chemnitz.de/demo/chrooma/icwe14/
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Table 1. Transport duration of a message from one widget to another in milliseconds

Average Standard Deviation

Same SmartScreen 5,121 0,654
Same PC 4,100 0,921
PC - iPad 38,735 26,842
PC - PC (WiFi) 26,668 19,036
PC - PC (Wired) 3,494 1,254

on the same SmartScreen. Another one was where the widgets were on differ-
ent SmartScreens which run on the same PC. The third constellation was one
SmartScreen on a PC and the other on a WiFi-connected iPad. The fourth one
was two SmartScreens on two PCs which are connected via WiFi. Two PCs
are connected via wire in the last constellation. The statistical values of our
evaluation can be seen in Table 1. As we proposed in Section 3 the real-time
communication is satisfied as the transport of a message from one widget to
another is less than 50 ms. Our findings show that the largest latency occurs
at the communication between a widget on the PC and a widget on the iPad
with 38,735 ms. We can argue the difference in the average communication be-
tween the same SmartScreen and two SmartScreens on the same PC with the
multi-threading architecture of the PC. That is, with two SmartScreens in two
browser windows enables more parallelism in execution, because each browser
window can be run in a different thread. The high standard deviation in the com-
munication via WiFi (PC-iPad and PC-PC) can be ascribed to some side effect
caused by the WiFi. To ensure that the higher latency when using WiFi does
not is caused by constant term we give the relation of the IP-latency measured
by ping in Table 2.

Table 2. Ping latency between two PCs in milliseconds

Average Standard Deviation

PC - PC (WiFi) 3,800 1,279
PC - PC (Wired) 1,025 0,798

We evaluate the simplicity of creation by developing two mashups for Sce-
nario 1 and Scenario 2. In Scenario 1 we developed some new widgets for dis-
playing a video and processing the meta data, such as the given subtitles. Other
widgets could be reused in both scenarios, like a Wikipedia-widget which is dis-
playing an article from Wikipedia or a GoogleMaps-widget which shows a map
excerpt. Since the separation of the SmartScreens into their workspaces is an
essential part of our approach, the end user has not to deal with the configura-
tion of the workspaces. A mashup created based on our approach runs on PCs,
laptops, smartphones, tablets as well as on web-enabled TVs.
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For supporting authentication we propose a two tier approach The Authenti-
cation Manager within the SmartComposition Runtime Environment deals with
the process of authentication and offering interfaces for accessing roles and per-
missions. The Identity Provider in the Information Store gives access to the users’
profile and personal data, such as name, birth date or e-mail address. The usage
of WebID offers the opportunity to let users easily login with their different de-
vices. They can use a WebID certificate on each device which refers to the same
WebID profile of the user.

Performing collaborative tasks is facilitated by multi-user workspaces and
real-time communication. For collaborative work on a multi-screen web appli-
cation we extended the OMDL to define a specific user for each SmartScreen.
Thus, a device, which is authenticated by the users WebID, receives the corre-
sponding workspace and can load the SmartScreen associated to the device. This
enables several users to use the same workspace. Utilizing the real-time commu-
nication functionality of the RTC component synchronization of different users
SmartScreens can be achieved.

7 Related Work

Our approach is closely related to work in three research domains: distributing
and migrating Web UIs, data mashups, and classic user interface mashups (UI
mashups). The DireWolf approach proposed in [11] enables the distribution and
migration of Web widgets between multiple devices. While our approach focuses
on developing multi-screen mashups from scratch, the DireWolf approach ex-
tends the functionality of single-device mashups to run across multiple devices.
The framework is involved in every layer of a widget-based Web Application:
the widget itself, the client browser, the backend service and the data storage.
DireWolf manages communication between widgets on one device as well as be-
tween widgets on multiple devices. It also extends the functionality of common
widget spaces with a shared application state. While our approach uses HTML5
features, such as WebSockets, for communication the DireWolf approach uses
the XMPP protocol and its publish-subscribe extensions. That is, the DireWolf
approach uses an additional layer within the communication architecture, which
increases the effort for maintaining and exchanging parts of this communication
layer. Furthermore, the usage of XMPP can increase the incompatibility when
using mobile devices inside restricted GSM networks.

MultiMasher is a visual tool to create multi-device mashups from existing web
content [9]. It aims at designing mashups without the need for modeling or pro-
gramming. The MultiMasher runs in the browser, connects to the MultiMasher
server and provides the user with a toolbar. After the user has connected his
devices he can load any web site, which he can then mashup. UI elements can
be selected visually and distributed (move or copy) to other connected devices.
The mashups can be saved, loaded and reused as basis for other mashups. Multi-
Masher uses event forwarding to propagate changes to the connected clients and
only displays the previously selected UI elements on each device. MultiMasher
focuses on the creation of mashups and not on the creation of new applications.
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The EU FP7 Project OMELETTE is closely related to our work, because it
proposes a reference architecture for designing platforms for UI mashups [18].
They focus on end users with less or no programming skills to create their own
mashups for fulfilling a certain goal. The outcome of this project was a prototype
based on Apache Rave and Apache Wooky [2]. After a user log in, she can restore
recent workspaces or create a new one by adding widgets to her workspace. The
focus of the OMELETTE project was on the automatic composition of these
mashups. Therefore, they invented some great strategies for suggesting widgets
to add or for establishing the inter-widget communication between two widgets
based on the user’s behavior. While the OMELETTE reference architecture is a
well-proven approach, it lacks in supporting UI mashups which run distributed
across multiple screens. Thus, we extend the proposed reference architecture to
support workspaces which include multiple screens. We also showed that con-
cepts of inter-widget communication designed for a workspace on one screen
works also for a workspace across multiple screens.

Mashup tools, like Yahoo! Pipes, offer end users developing data mashups.
End user in this context means people with no or less development skills. While
our approach focuses on user interface mashups, Yahoo! pipes is focusing on
mixing popular data feeds to create data mashups via a visual editor. Therefore,
it lets users transform, aggregate, transform and filter one or more data sources,
such as RSS/Atom feeds or XML sources, and output this as a RSS feed. Thus,
it enables end users to develop a kind of business logic for processing data [20].
However, Yahoo! Pipes does not offer a multi-screen environment where the
created mashups can be executed.

8 Lessons Learned and Outlook

The SmartComposition approach proposed in this paper enables end users to
easily create multi-screen mashups. We extended the OMELETTE reference
architecture to deal with mashups across multiple screens. The Cross-Screen
Communication Service extends classic inter-widget communication to work on
a trans-screen level, while separating different workspaces from each other via
the Session-Handler. Furthermore, our approach handles the challenge of real-
time communication. The component-based architecture enables adding required
and removing obsolete components. Thus, SmartComposition can be adjusted
for different multi-screen web application scenarios. Both, the workspace repos-
itory as well as the widget repository offer a generalized access to widgets and
workspaces.

Our future work will focus on integrating commonly used widget formats, such
as W3C-widgets or Opera widgets. We also plan to evolve the cross-screen inter-
widget communication by considering constraints given by several roles. That
is, in a multi-user scenario, e.g., Scenario 3, one user is permitted to update a
specific widget on a shared screen, while another user just has read-only access to
the presented information. Another aspect we want to focus on in future work is
the authorization of widgets to use the users’ external services, such as Facebook
or Google Drive.
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As described in Section 4 the composition assistance services, such as auto-
matic composer and workspace pattern recommender, are not yet a part of our
approach for multi-screen mashups. We plan to adapt the approaches proposed
by Roy Chowdhury in [16] for multi-screen mashups. Different use cases in this
field of research are possible: The user gets a recommendation to add an addi-
tional screen, like a smartphone or a laptop, when she is using the mashup to
accomplish her desired goal in a better way. When a user starts a new workspace,
the widgets will be deployed to all available screens. This can be done by learning
from the behavior of the users or by designing a default workspace.
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